Errata

Volume 2, Number 1
Page 30, line 19
AM2901 should be AM2910

Page 31, line 38
LDB.F should be LDB.B

Page 32, line 7
LDB.F should be LDB.B

Volume 2, Number 2
Page 26, line 21
[ars1 [ars2]] should be [arg1 [arg2]]

Page 42, line 1
Vehicle Guidance should be a subheading below Subsystems

Page 46, line 19
KEYPAD-IDENTIFICATION should be KEYPAD-IDENTIFICATION !

Page 47, line 29
The following definition was omitted:
: DISPLAY-LINE BLANK-DIPLAY
  28 0 DO SET-POSITION
  GET-CHARACTER
  SEND-CHARACTER
  LOOP ;

Page 48, line 27
2 / + should be 4 / +

Page 53 and 54
Figure 6 and Figure 7 were reversed.